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Version: 2.56 - 21/05/19 RELEASE DATE 2nd of June 2019 Installer V2.56 - 22/05/19 First of all, I must to say that RAR and
the compiler are copyrighted and can't be released under GPL, but all other files (with exeptions of some third-party ones) are
released under GPL, you can use them freely. RAR 3.0 supported full 64-bit wide mode. In case of old versions of RAR it's
possible to compile it to 32-bit mode. I've patched and compiled version to compile it to full 64-bit mode. So you need to
compile it to full 64-bit mode if you want use all available space on your disk. If you wish to compile it into full 64-bit mode,
you can build it this way: C:\>cd src C:\src>msbuild.exe /nologo /property:Platform=x64 /property:Configuration=Release
/t:Rebuild /t:_Rebuild "/p:TargetFrameworkVersion=v4.6.1" "/p:UseLatestCommonTools=true" /verbosity:minimal
/nocoroutines E:\src>nmake Done. Readme.txt: Some notes about the libraries that is used: - JcPct - J-Cpp Encoder/Decoder
from securix.ru and modified by me. Compiled from sources. Libs have a dll-structure and support x86, x64. Included in the
zip. Library's license is not clear, so I decided to release it with GPL. You can use it freely for commercial purposes, but not for
any closed source project. Only for open source. - IJcPct - JC-PITP Code Encoder/Decoder. Compiled from sources. Libs have
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a dll-structure and support x86, x64. Included in the zip. Library's license is not clear, so I decided to release it with GPL. You
can use it freely for commercial purposes, but not for any closed source project. Only for open source. - Arc2 - ARC2 - Data
compression algorithm from www.hidd 82157476af
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